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The Hopf boundary point lemma for vector bundle sections

Artem Pulemotov

Abstract. The paper establishes a version of the Hopf boundary point lemma for sections of a

vector bundle over a manifold with boundary. This result may be viewed as a counterpart to the

tensor maximum principle obtained by R. Hamilton in 1986. Potential applications include the

study of various geometric flows and the construction of invariant sets for geometric boundary
value problems.
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1. Introduction

The present paper concerns the solutions of a second-order partial differential equation
in a vector bundle over a manifold with boundary. Let us describe the rootage of the
considered problem.

The maximum principle for sections of a general vector bundle over a closed
manifold was originally obtained in [9]. This statement is also known as the tensor
maximum principle. It proved to be a powerful implement in the study of the Ricci
flow; see [5]. In particular, it was used to establish important facts about four-
manifolds with nonnegative curvature operator. Other applications were considered,
as well; see, for instance, [3], [10], and [2], In particular, the paper [10] establishes
the important matrix Li-Yau inequality for solutions of the heat equation.

A specific version of the maximum principle for sections appeared in [8]. Ulis
version only applied to 2-tensors. Several generalizations of the maximum principle
for sections can be found in [6], We refer to [4] and Chapter 4 of [5] for an overview
of relevant results. Once again, we emphasize that the theory discussed above has

been developed on closed manifolds.
The maximum principle for sections may be regarded as an evolution of the

maximum principle for systems of scalar parabolic equations obtained in [16]. It
must be noted that the statement in [16] has become a powerful implement in the

study of parabolic systems. In particular, it was applied to the investigation of the
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existence and the asymptotic behavior of solutions. We refer to Chapter 14 of [15] for
several relevant results and a vast bibliography; some of the references not mentioned
there are [13], [7], [12], and [1],

An important comment should be made at this point. The maximum principles
discussed above rely on the concept of an invariant set. The definition of an invariant
set for a system of scalar parabolic equations can be found, for example, in Chapter 14

of [15]. This definition generalizes easily to cover the case of an equation for vector
bundle sections. We remark that invariant sets should be viewed from a slightly
different standpoint when the boundary conditions are specified for the solutions;
see, for instance, [13], [11], and [12],

The paper [14], being devoted to the study of the Ricci flow on manifolds with
boundary, offers a specific version of the Hopf boundary point lemma. This version
applies to 2-tensors over a manifold with boundary. In essence, it is an analogue of
the maximum principle for 2-tensors proved in [8]. At the Same time, in spite of the

fact that the universal maximum principle for sections suggested in [9] is a recognized
powerful tool, no counterparts of this statement have yet been obtained in the presence
of a boundary. Section 2 of the present paper establishes a general version of the Hopf
boundary point lemma. Our statement applies to sections of a general vector bundle

over a manifold with boundary. It appears to constitute a comprehensive counterpart
to the maximum principle suggested in [9].

After proving our Hopf lemma for sections, we state three of its immediate
corollaries. They are all closely related to the concept of an invariant set. The first corollary
may be viewed as the basic maximum principle for sections of a vector bundle over
a manifold with boundary. The second corollary shows that the maximum principle
of [9] holds in the presence of a boundary provided that Neumann type boundary
conditions are imposed on the sections in question. Such a result is expected to prove
useful in the study of the Ricci flow; cf. [14], The third corollary provides an explicit
connection between invariant sets of an equation for vector bundle sections and the

boundary conditions specified for the solutions. In certain situations, it allows to
find an invariant set for a given boundary value problem. (In one form or another,
this task was addressed in many works; see, for instance, [11], Chapter 14 of [15],
[12], and [1].) Alternatively, the third corollary may be used to construct a relatively
sophisticated boundary value problem with a given invariant set.

Section 3 of the present paper explains how our Hopf lemma for sections applies
to a system of scalar parabolic equations similar to the one studied in [16]. Roughly
speaking, we reformulate our statement for sections of a trivial bundle equipped with
the standard connection. An analogous, although not exactly the same, result for
parabolic systems can be found in [13]. We should note that the specific framework
of Section 3 enables us to refine the smoothness assumptions imposed in Section 2.
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2. The Hopf lemma for sections

Consider a smooth, compact, connected, oriented Riemannian manifold M with (possibly

empty) boundary 8M. We use the notation vix) for the outward unit normal
to 3M at the point m g 3M. Let V be a vector bundle over M. Tire über of V over
x e M will be denoted by Vx. The designation n (y) refers to the projection of t) V
onto M. We suppose V is equipped with a fiber metric (•, •). Let || • jj stand for the

corresponding norm.
Consider a time-dependent section f(t, x) of the vector bundle V. In what follows,

the time parameter t varies through the interval [0, T] with a fixed T > 0. Choose a

connection A in V compatible with (•,•). Let Vf i t, x denote the covariant derivative
of f(t,x) with respect to A. We write V/ /'(/, x) to indicate the application of
y fit. x) to the tangent vector / g M. Employing the connection A in V and

the Levi-Civita connection in the cotangent bundle T*M, one can define the second
covariant derivative V2/(t,x). We write V2 /(r,x) to indicate the application

of V2/(lx) to the vectors y\. /i g TxM. The Laplacian A acts on the section

f(t, x) by taking the trace of V2fits x). We refer to Chapter 4 of [5] for the details
of defining the Laplacian.1

Let f (t, v) be a time-dependent mapping of V into itself such that <f> (t, v) g Vn.{$
for any (t, v) G [0, T] X V. Suppose every compact sel II c V admits a constant
C,/,(L;) > 0 satisfying

\m, i'| - fit. u2)ll < C<p (U) || - u2||. (2.1)

The estimate must hold for any t g (0,T), and any vj, V) G U subject to niiq
7i(vf). Let £(L x) be a time-dependent vector field on M. Suppose f(t, x) solves
the second-order equation

x) Af(t„ x) + Vi(tMf(t, x) + (p(t, fit, x)) (2.2)
at

on (0, T) x M. In particular, f(t,x) must be continuous in t g [0, T\ and C1-

differentiable in t g (0 ,T).
Consider a nonempty set W c V. We assume W is invariant under the parallel

translation with respect to the connection A fixed in V. The set Wx W D Vx must
be closed and convex in the fiber Vx for every x G M. When writing 3 IT,, we refer to
the boundary of Wx in Vx. It should be noted that 3 Wx is not required to be smooth
for any x G M. Given a point w G IT subject to m G dW^^y, we call X G tgiil a

supporting vector for W at a> if 1 and the inequality (X, a) < (X, a>) holds for
all a g The set of all the supporting vectors for IT at co will be denoted by
SmWi In a sense, the elements of Sf„ IT are outward unit normals to 3at co.

' The denotations V(f )(V(/)fp))i, x) and A are used in Chapter 4 of [5] for the objects denoted by V"/(/4x)
and A in the present paper.
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Introduce the notation

distil v inf \\v — a>\\

m<>

for v g V. Let <o(v) be the unique point in such that distw V ||i— «(«)||.
Obviously, distw v represents the distance between v g V and lb-,,,,, while a>(v)
is the unique point in WX(v) closest to v. We call (t, x) g [0, T] x M a maximal
distance pair if

distw fit, x) sup dishy fit, y) > 0.
yeM

Let X(v) denote the difference v — co(v) for dgI.
We are now ready to formulate our Hopf lemma for sections. It should be remarked

that the assumption on the mapping f (t, v in our statement is quite standard. Roughly
speaking, we demand that <"/>(?, v) point into W when v is subject to v g '<) HL,. This
is equivalent to the "ordinary differential equation assumption" employed in [9] ; see

Lemma 4.1 in [9].

Theorem 2.1. Suppose the solution fit, x) ofequation (2.2) and the mapping fit, v)
appearing in the right-hand side of equation (2.2) meet thefollowing requirements:

(1) The initial value f(0, x) lies in W for all x g M.

(2) The estimate (X, fit, m$) < 0 holds for any t g (0, T% any a> g W subject to

0) g dWjtfay and any supporting vector X g S^W.

If the value f(t,x) lies outside of W for some (t, x) g (0, T] x M, then there exists

a maximal distance pair (tpos, .VpOS) g (0, T) x 3M such that the formula

k',/ (fpos, -vpos ' • Vö{^/(/pOS, -Vpov )> > 0 (2.3)

holds true.

Before proving the theorem, we need to make some preliminary arrangements.
Given a real-valued function 0(t) on [0, T), dehne

4+,., ,• 6(t + h)-6(t)$ it) Imisup
/!^o+ h

fort g [0, T). Thefollowinglemmawillberequired;cf.Lemma3.1 andCorollary3.3
in [9], or Lemma 7 in [6].

Lemma 2.1. Suppose 9(t) is a non-negative continuous function on [0, T) with
9(0) 0. Suppose also 9(t) is not identically 0 on [0, T). Given a constant C > 0,

there exists a point tc (0, T) such that 9+(tç) > C9(tç) and 9(tç) > 0.
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Proof. Assume the existence of C 3* 0 satisfying the estimate &+{t) < C6(t) whenever

0(f) > 0. Introduce a new non-negative continuous function 17(f) e~s

Clearly, the equality q(0) 0 holds, and < 0 whenever rj (t) > 0.

Fix ei, 62 > 0. We will now prove that q(t) < e\t + for all f G [0, T), Let
a be the largest possible number in (0, T] such that the inequality 17(f) < e\t + 62.

holds on [0, a). (Since q(0) Q < «2» the set of such numbers is not empty, and a
is well defined.) We claim that a T. Indeed, if a < T, (hen 17(a) e\a + uj > 0

by continuity and

n(a + h) — n(a)
lim sup — y — < 0.
h->0+ «

But this implies 17(f) <e\t + on [0, a + 8) for some 8 > 0, which contradicts the

definition of a.
Thus 17(f) < e\t + e% for all t g [0, T). Since this inequality holds for any

Gl, 2 K 0, we can conclude that 17(f) is identically 0. Hence 0(f) is identically 0,
which contradicts the suppositions of the lemma.

Proofof Theorem 2.1. It suffices to carry out the proof assuming W is compact. In
order to justify this statement, fix a number R > 0 large enough to ensure that

II/(f,.*) II *£ R and ||o>(/(f, .*))|| -c R for any (f, .t) g [0, /'| x M. Introduce the

set IT {w g W I ||w|| < R}. One can verify that W is compact. Clearly, it is

invariant under the parallel translation with respect to A, and its intersection with the
über Vx is closed and convex in Vx for every x G M. Let k(v) be a smooth function
acting from V to the interval [0,1]. We choose /< (' v) demanding üiat /< v) 1 when
\\v\\ < R and k(v) Owhen \\v\\ > 2R. Define the time-dependent mapping fit. v)
of V into itself by the formula </;(/. v) ic{v)(p(t, v). Lstimalc (2.1) is obviously
satisfied for <j>( 1. v) with the constant C^(U) C<p(U) when the compact set U is

equal to /([0, T] x M U W. (We note that the proof of the theorem will not require
estimate (2.1) to hold when U is other than /([0, T] x M) U W.) The section f(t, x)
would remain a solution of equation (2.2) if the mapping f (f, v) appeared in ffie right-
hand side of this equation instead of the mapping f (t, v). A straightforward argument
demonstrates that it suffices to prove the theorem with W and rj) /. v) replaced by W
and 4> (f, v). 'Hierefore, supposing W is compact does not lead to a loss of generality.

Introduce the function

»(f) sup distw f(t, x)
xeM

for f g [0, '/' |. Evidently, it is non-negative. One can show that s(t) is continuous.
Our requirement (1) implies that .v(0) 0. If f(t.x) lies outside of W for some

(/,.*) G (0, T] x M, then s(t) is not identically 0 on [0, 7']. Assuming the assertion

of ffie theorem fails to hold, we will prove ffie estimate i+(f) < Cs(t) for a fixed
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constant C > 0 and an arbitrary t g (0, T) such that sit) > 0. Lemma 2.1 would
then provide a contradiction.

Fix a point / g (0, T) satisfying sit) > 0. Il r g M is subject todist u fit, x) > 0,

the equality

distw/(Lv)= sup sup (k, f (t,x) — co)

coedWx XeSœW

holds true. This implies

sit) sup {k, fit, n(a>)) — co),

a {(co, k) g y x v \ m & dwM(tû5, k g .v...u'|.

The set f2 is compact in 1x1. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 9 in [6], see also

Lemma 3.5 in [9], to conclude

4-
3

S^it) < sup —(k, f(r,n(co)) - co)\r=t,
or

£2' {(co, k) G £2 I s(t) (k, f(t, 7t(co)) — co)}.

Fix a pair (co, k) G Q'. For brevity, we write x instead of 7r(cw). The point x g M
is thus fixed from now on. Assuming the assertion of the theorem fails to hold, we
will show that ^ (k, f(r,x) — co)\r=t < Cs(t) l'or a constant C > 0 independent of t.
Ulis would yield the desired estimate i+(/) < Cs(t).

Equation (2.2) yields

/M-«,»,., (24)
(k, Afit. x.) + (k, Vç{Mf(t,x)) + (k, (pit, fit, x))).

The inclusion (co.À) g FL implies that (7, x) is a maximal distance pair and the

vector k coincides with f^rjrrtTf- " ''1C assertion of the theorem were incorrect,

then either x would be in the interior of M or (À, yv;Xjf(t, x)) would be non-positive.
Assuming this alternative, we will estimate each of the three terms in the right-hand
side of equation (2.4).

Let us establish the equality (k, Vx f(t,x)) 0 for an arbitrary / g TxM.
Obviously, it would imply

<^.Vç(M)/(r,x» 0. (2.5)

At the first step, we consider a vector y g Ï\M admitting a geodesic segment yx iu)
defined for u g [0, < f ] in such a way that yx (0) x and ^ (0) y. The number ex
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should be chosen small enough to ensure the geodesic segment's not intersecting itself.
The initial goal is to show that (X, V/ /'(/ x)) < 0.

For the sake of brevity, we write y(u) instead of yx(u) and c instead of ex. One

can extend the vectors k and a> to parallel (with respect to the connection A) sections

X'(y(u)) and ur\y («)) of I he bundle V defined along y(u). Hie covariant derivatives
of X'(y(u)) and co'iyiu) with respect to A at the point x y (0) exist in the direction
of y • Writing VxX'(x) and Vxa>'(x) for these covariant derivatives, we can easily
See that V/k/(x) 0 and Vxa>'{x) 0.

Introduce the function g(u) (X'(y(u)), fit, y(u)) — co'iyiu))) on [0, <'],

Obviously, g(0) sit). Using the fact that the parallel transport is an isometry of the

übers, one proves m'(y(m)) 3 Wynn and X'iyiu)) SmtiVfUyW for any u e [0, e].
These inclusions imply the inequality

g(0) s(t) > {X'(y(u)), f(t, y(ii)) -cofyiu))} g(u)

for any u e [0, < ], As a consequence, die function g(u) has a maximum at 0, and

the one-sided derivative yf (0) is non-positive. Since the connection A is compatible
with the fiber metric, we have the formula

(X,Vxf(t,x)) (VxX'(x), f(t,x)} + (X, Vxf(t,x))

xfyiH)), f(t, y (m))} |H=0 ^(0).
du au

Hence (X, Vxfit, x)} < 0.

Choose an orthonormal basis {«1, en} of the tangent space TXM. Wewillshow
that (X, x)) =0 for any k 1Suppose x lies in the interior of M.
Then a geodesic segment yek(u), the parameter u varying through [0* e^.], subject

to Yek (0) x and (0) a exists for any k 1As a consequence,
the scalar products (X, V,,t/(/. x)) are non-positive. Substituting -ek for cj: and

repeating the argument, we conclude that the scalar products (X, Vekf(t, x)) are also

non-negative. Thus {X, Vr,kf{t, x)) =0 for any k 1 //.
Suppose x lies in the boundary of M. Without loss of generality, we assume

that en coincides with the inward nonnal to the boundary of M. It is easy to verify
the existence of a geodesic segment yen(u) defined for u g [0, | in such a way
that Yen(0) x and — e„. Consequently, the scalar product (X, Venf{t, x))
is non-positive. At the same time, our hypothesis implies that (X, V',.„ /('/, x)}
— {X, Vv(x)f(t,x)) is non-negative. Thus (X,Venf(t,x)) 0. Provided« > 2,

we now prove that (X, Vekf(t, xj| 0 for k 1, ...,« — 1. The situation is

slightly more complicated here because a geodesic emanating from x in the direction
of cy. does not necessarily exist. In order to overcome this problem, we will carry
out an approximation procedure. Namely, fix a sequence (e'j! )f= { converging to (']
for every k 1, « — 1. We choose the vectors e demanding that the scalar
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product of e'j} and en with respect to the Riemannian metric in M be strictly positive.
Given k and m, it is easy to verify the existence of a geodesic segment ye'»(u), the

dyem

parameter it varying through [0, ee\, subject to y^(0) x and -^f-(0)
As a consequence, (X, Vemf(t,x)) < 0. The convergence of )„=| to q then

implies (X, V,,(. f /, x)) <0. Substituting —e/( for eg and repeating the argument, we
conclude that {X, V,kf(l,x)) > 0. Thus {X, Vekf{t,x)) 0 for k 1 n — 1.

By virtue of the established equalities, (X, \ )} 0 for an arbitrary / g

TXM. Tliis clearly proves formula (2.5).
Our next goal is to obtain the estimate

(X, Af(t, x)) < 0. (2.6)

As before, consider a vector y e TXM admitting a geodesic segment yx(u) defined

for it g [0, Kjl in such a way that yg(fl) x and (0) /. Tire number ex
should be small enough to ensure the absence of self-intersections. We now show
that (X, V; x /'(/. .vi; < 0. This would provide us with a basis for the proof of
estimate (2.6).

Again, we write y(u) instead of yx(ii) and c instead of ex. It will be convenient

to use the notation y'(u) for A parallel section X'(y(u)") of the bundle V
along y (u) has been introduced above. The covariant derivative of this section with
respect to the connection A at the point y(u) exists in the direction of y'(u) for any
u g [0, e). Writing Vy'(„,?/(y(H)) for this covariant derivative, we can easily see

that Vy y [u)) 0 for any u g [0, e).
Since A is compatible with the über metric, the equality

{X,V2xxf(t,x)) (VxX'(x),Vxf(t,x)} + {X,V2xxf(t,x))

^-{'x'iyiu)), /(«))) IH=0
du

^{(^yyu)^(yM'h fit, y(u)))
du

+ Vy'wfit, y («))>)l»=o

32

-xi(X'(y(u)),f(t,y(u))) |„=0
OU

d2g

holds true, lire function g (u) introduced above has a maximum at 0. It has been

proven that yf(0) (X,Vxf(t,x)) 0. Therefore jfi(O) < 0, which yields

7L-(X,Vlyf(t,x)}< 0.
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Suppose x lies in the interior of M. Then every vector from the chosen above basis

{e\,..., e,<} appears as a tangent vector for a certain geodesic segment emanating
from.*. As a consequence, (X, ekf(t, x)) < 0 for every k 1 n.

Suppose x lies in the boundary of M. Recall that e„ is assumed to coincide
with the inward normal to the boundary of M. As mentioned before, en appears
as a tangent vector for a certain geodesic segment emanating from x. Therefore,
(X, Vg x)) < 0. Provided n > 2, we can approximate the other basis vectors

with the previously fixed sequences (>"' )fp=l to conclude that (X, VletfÜ*- 0

for every k 1— 1.

According to the definition of the Laplacian,

n

(X,Af(t,xj) £>,V^/(/.x)>.
k=l

By virtue of the established inequalities, all the terms in the right-hand side are non-
positive. This clearly implies formula (2.6).

Finally, let us prove the estimate

(X. (pit, f it, x))) <Cs(t) (2.7)

with a constant C > 0 independent of t. The vector X belongs to SmW. It must also

belong to SWkf{tx)i W, although m does not necessarily coincide with a>(/(t,x)),
(Recall that co(f(t, x)) stands for the unique point in Wx closest to ./'(/. x >.) In
accordance with our requirement (2), (X. </>(/, £w(/(t, x)))| < 0. Hence the estimate

(X, cp{t, fit, x))) < (X, (pit, fit, x))) - (X, (pit, mifit, x))))
< \\(pit, ./'(/..vu - (pit, coif it, x))) ||

<C\\fit,x)-mifit,x))\\=Csit)
holds with the constant C > 0 equal to the constant Q,(/(|0. T] x M) U W) > 0

given by formula (2.1). This concludes the proof of (2.7). Remark that the argument
we used does not depend on whether x is in the boundary of M or in the interior of M.

Equation (2.4) now provides JlfX, fir,x) — m)\r=t < Csit). As mentioned

before, this inequality implies i+(/) < Csit), which is impossible in view of
Lemma 2.1.

Remark 2.1. The assumption on the mapping (pit, v) imposed by the theorem may
be slightly refined. Namely, it suffices to demand that the estimate (X, (pit, m)) < 0

hold when m is equal to mifit, x)) and X is equal to Xifit, x)) for every maximal
distance pair (t, x) 6 (0, T) x M.

Remark 2.2. If the boundary of M is empty, then the suppositions of the theorem
cannot be satished simultaneously. In this case, requirements (1) and (2) ensure that
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f(t.x) cannot lie outside of W. This fact is essentially equivalent to the maximum
principle obtained in [9].

Remark 2.3. The theorem would prevail if the Riemannian metric in M and the
connection A fixed in V depended on the time parameter t e [0, T\. Of course,
then we would have to modify some of the assumptions imposed above. Firsdy, the
connection Ait) fixed in V at time t would be required to be compatible with the fiber
metric {•, • > for all t g (0, 74. Secondly, the set W would have to be invariant under
die parallel translation with respect to Ait for all t g (0, T). The details of defining
the Laplacian and writing down equation (2.2) in the situation under discussion can
be found in Chapter 4 of [5]. The covariant derivative and the outward normal in
formula (2.3) would have to be computed with respect to the connection A(tpos) and

the Riemannian metric in M at time tp0s-

We will now formulate three immediate corollaries of Theorem 2.1. The following
statement may be viewed as the basic maximum principle for sections of a vector
bundle over a manifold with boundary.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose the solution fit, x) and the mapping fit, v) meet requirements

(1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1. If fit,x) lies in W for all {t, x) g (0, T) x 3 M,
then f{t. x) lies in W for all it, x) [0, T] x M.

Ihe following statement shows that the maximum principle of [9] holds for fit, x)
provided that Neumann type boundary conditions are imposed.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose the solution f(t,x) and the mapping fit, v) meet requirements

(1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1. If the boundary condition

V •A.V! 0

is satisfied for all (t,x) g (0, T) x 3 M, then f(t,x) lies in W for all (t,.x) g

[0, T] x M.

Let k(v) be a mapping of V into itself such that X(v) g %gg for any v g V.
The following statement establishes an explicit connection between invariant sets of
equation (2.2) and the boundary conditions specified for the solutions.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose the solution fit, x) and the mapping fit, v) meet requirements

(1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1. Suppose also X(v) }J v) for any v g V lying
outside of W. If the boundary condition

(Hfit, x)), Vv{x}fit,x)) 0

is satisfied for all (t,x) g (0 ,T) x 3M, then f(t,x) lies in W for all (t,x) g

[0, T] x M.
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It should be noted that both Corollary 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 can be deduced from
Corollary 2.3.

3. Systems of parabolic equations

We will now explain how Theorem 2.1 applies to a parabolic system similar to the

one studied in [16]. We remark that dealing with a parabolic system rather than an

equation for vector bundle sections enables us to refine the smoothness assumptions
imposed in Section 2.

Let M be the closure of a bounded domain in R" with C^differentiate boundary
MM. We use the designation v(x) for the outward unit normal to 3 M at the point
x g 3M. Differentiation with respect to x G M in the direction of v(x) will be

denoted by Let xi, xn he the standard coordinates in R".
Consider a collection of time-dependent real-valued functions j§it. x) on M

indexed by i 1 m. The time parameter t varies through the interval [0, T].
We write fit, x) for the vector (fi(t, x),.... fm(t, x)). Roughly speaking, /if. x)
appears as a time-dependent section of the product bundle M x W".

Let (pi {t, x, v) be a collection of time-dependent real-valued functions on M x Fi'"

indexed by i I,..., in. Again, (pit, x, v) stands for the vector (s#i(x, x, u),
(pm(t, x, v)). Tire denotations (•, •) and || • || refer to the standard Euclidean scalar

product and the standard Euclidean norm in Fi"'. We demand that every compact set
U c R admit a constant C^(U) > 0 such that

\\(p(t.x,vi)< C(p(U)||t>i - u2II-

The estimate must hold for any t g (0, T), any x g M, and any pair of vectors

v\, V2 G U. Roughly speaking, (pit, x, v) appears as a time-dependent mapping of
the bundle M x R'" into itself. Hie above inequality may then be viewed as a special
case of inequality (2.1).

Fix time-dependent real-valued functions f/(f, x) on M for j 1We
suppose fi(t, x) solves the second-order equation

on (0, T) x M for every i 1 m. In particular, /iff, x) must be continuous
in t g [0, T], C'-differentiable in t g (0, T), and C2-differentiable inx g M. The
collection of equations (3.1) for i 1 m may be viewed as a special case of
equation (2.2).

Consider a nonempty closed convex set W c Fi"'. Given a point a> & 8W, we call
X g R'" a supporting vector for W at cw if PJ 1 and the inequality (X, a) < (X, co)
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holds for all a g W. Let Sf„ W signify the set of all the supporting vectors for W

at co. We write dis tu- v to denote the standard Euclidean distance between v g W"
and W. lire designation co(v) refers to the unique point in W closest to v. We call
(f x) g [0, T\ x M a maximal distance pair if

distii f(t,x) sup distu fil. y) > 0.
yeM

Let X(v) denote the difference v — co(v) for v g Wn.

Following the proof of Theorem 2.1, one can obtain the following result.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose the vector-valuedfunctions f(t, x) and fit, x, v) related by

equations (3.1) for i 1, m meet the following requirements:

(1) The initial value f(0, x) lies in W for all x g M.

(2) The estimate (X, fit, x, co)) < 0 holds for any (t,x, co) g (0, T) x .1/ x 3 W
and any supporting vector X g S^W.

If the value f(t,x) lies outside of W for some (t, x) g (0, T] x M, then there exists

a maximal distance pair (tpos, XpOS) g (0, T) x 3M such that the formula

3

7(fpos •rpös)). / (tpos. A: I

.v =.Tpôi5 > 0

holds true.
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